Abstract-By explicitly describing what has been done in the past, surveys implicitly outline what can (and sometimes should) be done in the future. The insightful commentary by Wright contributes significantly to this latter aspect, especially when it comes to aligning Personality Computing with the latest developments in Personality Science. This response article tries to progress in such a direction by discussing on Wright's suggestions from a computing science point of view.
INTRODUCTION
IT is a pleasure for us to reflect on Wright's insightful commentary. His introduction to the latest developments in Personality Psychology helps us to see more clearly where Personality Computing is and where it can go. In particular, we find it interesting that Wright often adopts the expression Personality Science rather than the more traditional Personality Psychology. It encourages us to think of personality as a common ground where multiple disciplines, including computing and psychology, can contribute and mutually benefit from each other: progress in personality theory should help to build more effective personality machines and vice versa.
Our Survey of Personality Computing [1] provides an extensive snapshot of the state-of-the-art. 1 Furthermore, it shows that three main problems-automatic recognition, perception and synthesis of personality traits-encompass the wide spectrum of approaches and scenarios considered in the domain. Wright's commentary [2] focuses on Personality Theory issues that so far have been neglected in Personality Computing, but need to be considered for the field to progress. In particular, he attracts attention to the hierarchical structure of personality traits, the problem of "true" personality, the person-situation debate, and the stability of traits over time.
It is interesting to observe that many issues in Wright's commentary seem to have a parallel in computing science. For example, deep learning approaches-statistical models aimed at representing data at different levels of abstraction [3] , [4] -might be suitable for capturing the hierarchical structure underlying personality traits. Furthermore, the person-situation debate echoes, at least in its general aspects, the problem of modeling context [5] , probably one of the oldest problems of computing science that still waits a satisfactory conceptual framework.
The above confirms the potential of personality as an optimal ground for interdisciplinary work, but an important caveat should be pointed out: There is often a wide gap between low-level information accessible to computers-physical measurements extracted from sensor data or observable cues generated artificially-and high-level information like personality traits. The consequence is that computing approaches act sometimes as a bottleneck with respect to richness and complexity of psychological theories, i.e. they require simplifications of reality in order to work.
Our survey provides an interesting example of this aspect: while personality scores account for a continuum between opposite extremes (e.g., introversion and extraversion), the actual task performed by many approaches is to predict whether someone is above or below an arbitrary threshold score. 2 In other words, there are many cases where the gap between data and traits is so wide, that machine intelligence methodologies (signal processing, machine learning, natural language processing, etc.) cannot achieve satisfactory results without converting personality scores into binary variables, easier to deal with. 3 This bottleneck effect probably contributes to why Personality Computing appears to lag behind the latest developments in Personality Theory. It is true that it takes time for advances in Psychology to reach the computing community, as Wright correctly points out, but it is true as well that the integration of new, more advanced personality models does not necessarily result into tangible technological improvements. Furthermore, not every theoretic finding is compatible with the constraints imposed by the use of technology.
Still, Wright's commentary convincingly shows that we need more personality in Personality Computing. So far, the efforts have been technology driven, i.e. based on the computing component of the problem, whether this means to find better features, to develop more effective machine learning methodologies, to create more realistic artificial agents, to build more pervasive sensors or simply to collect more data. Wright's commentary points out that misconceptions about personality might limit technology effectiveness as well. Furthermore, it highlights research directions along which Personality Computing improvements can result from a deeper understanding of Personality Science.
In light of the above, this response article tries to establish links, whenever possible, between Wright's considerations and relevant issues in computing science. Our hope is to further contribute to the debate while suggesting new research directions in an area that we consider not only crucial for bridging the gap between humans and machines, but also fascinating and intellectually stimulating.
FOCUS ON OUTCOMES
One of the main messages of Wright's commentary is that personality traits are assessed because they are predictive of outcomes of interest, i.e. observable, possibly measurable aspects in the life of an individual (e.g., "happiness, physical and psychological health, spirituality, and identity at an individual level; [...] quality of relationships with peers, family, and romantic others at an interpersonal level; [...] occupational choice, satisfaction, and performance, as well as community involvement, criminal activity, and political ideology at a social institutional level" [6] ).
From this point of view, the situation in Personality Computing is different whether we consider Automatic Personality Synthesis (APS) or the other two tasks outlined in our survey, namely Automatic Personality Recognition (APR) and Automatic Personality Perception (APP). Most APS works synthesize personality traits because these are predictive of users' reactions and behavior (see, e.g., [7] , [8] ). In the case of APR and APP, the works that involve the prediction of an outcome of interest are still an exception (see, e.g., [9] , [10] ). In most cases, APR and APP approaches predict personality traits independently of any outcome of interest.
The main reason behind such a state-of-affairs is probably that the gap between low-level features and personality traits (see Section 1) is difficult to bridge for current APR and APP technologies. In particular, the international benchmarking campaigns organized so far [11] , [12] show that a wide range of advanced methodologies (signal processing, machine learning, natural language processing, etc.) still have difficulties in reliably predicting traits. Therefore, predicting outcomes of interest is probably a step out of the reach for the moment.
However, the efforts so far were based solely on the computing side. To the best of our knowledge, no attempts were made to refine Personality Science aspects. Wright's suggestions help to move in this latter direction and this, besides making the field more mature from a methodological point of view, might be a source of performance improvement for Personality Computing.
Meta-Traits, Traits or Sub-Traits?
Most of the works described in our survey (76 out of 81) represent personality in terms of the basic Big-Five traits (Openness, Conscientiousness, Extraversion, Agreeableness, Neuroticism). The assessments are performed using the questionnaires most commonly applied in the literature, sometimes in their short version (e.g., see [13] ) to limit as much as possible the amount of work needed to assess a large number of individuals. In this way, it was possible to perform experiments over large numbers of subjects, a crucial need for approaches based on statistics and machine learning.
Such a basic setup for personality representation and measurement has allowed the computing community to investigate the very possibility of performing tasks like APS, APR and APP. Furthermore, it has allowed the organization of large benchmarking campaigns leading to the first rigorous assessment of the state-ofthe-art in the field (at least for specific tasks and types of data) [11] , [12] . However, Wright points out that at least an important methodological issue has been missed: "depending on the use for which a computer task or assessment is being designed, it is important to be precise about the level of the hierarchy one is interested in measuring and the inventory chosen to validate it".
Including an outcome of interest in the picture (see above) determines the need for selecting the right level of hierarchy (metatraits, traits or sub-traits) and, correspondingly, for identifying the most suitable assessment questionnaire and scenario: "[...] specific tasks are likely to capture specific facets of a given domain, but not all tasks may be fungible for all features. Relatedly, using brief personality trait inventories that only capture narrow definitions of the traits could lead one to develop a computer task that does not generalize well". Ensuring that questionnaire, hierarchical level and outcome of interest are correctly aligned with each other is an issue that has been neglected in Personality Computing. Addressing these problems will make the field more correct from a methodological point of view and will probably help to improve the performance of current approaches. However, the bottleneck effect mentioned in Section 1 might play an important role here. As the difference between sub-traits becomes subtler, computing approaches might not have the necessary discrimination power.
On the other hand, a contribution towards addressing the problem might come from one of the most important machine learning trends of the last decade, i.e. the development of deep learning architectures capable of representing data at different levels of abstraction [3] . The ability of these architectures in extracting features from the data [4] , i.e. measurements accounting for the information the data contains, might prove effective not only in addressing Wright's indications, but also in helping Personality Psychology to progress on a data driven basis. In much the same way they were able to detect speech phonemes in an unsupervised fashion [14] , deep neural networks might be capable of detecting sub-traits and meta-traits in behavioral data. Furthermore, the analysis of large volumes of data might reveal trait facets that so far were not accessible to psychological inquiry.
Assessments or Self-Assessments?
Our survey distinguishes between the prediction of self-attributed traits (APR), and the prediction of traits attributed by others (APP). Besides reflecting the state-of-the-art, the distinction aims at showing that the two tasks are different, should not be confused with each other and are both worth being addressed because they account for different phenomena, i.e. externalization and attribution.
APR was described as the task aimed at predicting the traits that the literature traditionally considered true (according to [13] ). Such a distinction is particularly appealing in the computing community that is used to problems (e.g., Object Recognition or Optical Character Recognition) where data can be rated in objective and virtually unambiguous terms. For this reason, Wright's observation that "there is no universal 'true' personality rating, and instead the question becomes for what purpose?" is important not only because it helps to eliminate a misconception, the existence of true ratings, but also because it proposes a criterion to decide whether it is more appropriate to perform APR or APP, namely the outcome of interest to be predicted. Assessed traits are more predictive of certain outcomes while self-assessed ones are more predictive of others. Therefore, the choice between APR and APP depends on the final purpose of personality assessment.
FOCUS ON CONTEXT
Another important issue pointed out in Wright's commentary is the interplay between personality and situation (or context): "The view here is that personality may have certain main effects, but it is often contextualized behavior we are interested in". The problem of context has been addressed extensively in the computing community as well. 4 The main goal is to make technology context aware, i.e. capable of working and interacting differently depending on the context (e.g., a phone should not ring during a meeting). The key-issue is how to encode and represent context, whether this means to identify a "set of features of the environment surrounding generic activities" [5] or understand "how and why, in the course of their interactions, [...] people achieve and maintain a mutual understanding of the context for their actions" [Ibid.]. To the best of our knowledge, the issue is still open for computing technologies in general and, in particular, for technologies dealing with social and psychological phenomena like personality [15] .
Besides the difficulties in representing context, current approaches for human behavior understanding (e.g., facial expression analysis, speaker diarization, action recognition, etc.) are still sensitive to factors like illumination changes, environmental noise or sensor placement. Hence, technology is not sufficiently robust, at least on average, to physical changes in context. Due to the problems above, most of the Personality Computing work done so far has addressed the problem implicitly, i.e. by working on data where the context is relatively stable (e.g., meetings, radio programs, laboratory sessions, etc.) and the variability related to such a factor is limited.
The limitations above are a considerable bottleneck towards the possibility of including context in the Personality Computing picture. However, two recent technological advances might help further progress with respect to such a situation: the diffusion of mobile devices equipped with multiple sensors [16] and the advent of Big-Data analytics [17] . Mobile devices can collect a large amount of contextual information (geographic position, proximity to other people, audio environment, etc.) for extended periods of time. Big-Data analytics can make sense of the data and might provide information about context and its effect on behavior. The potential of these technologies for Personality Computing has already been shown [18] , [19] . However, no results were presented so far that take context into account and, furthermore, not every sensor necessary for human behavior understanding can actually be mounted on a mobile platform, another bottleneck effect that might limit the integration of Personality Science findings in computing.
All Traits in All Contexts?
One of Wright's indications is that "[...] if a particular trait is of interest it must be given the opportunity to express itself ". The context plays a major role from this point of view because it allows certain traits to emerge while keeping the others hidden or, at least, difficult to observe (provided that the subjects manifest a trait when they have it). While APS approaches seem to be aware of this point and tend to focus on Extraversion-probably because it is the trait most likely to make a difference for interactive technologies-APP and APR experiments often aim at predicting all Big-Five traits independently of the context where the data has been collected. 5 Furthermore, all traits tend to be addressed in the same way independently of how evident are the markers they leave in overt behavior.
One important reason behind the practice above is probably that approaches developed for one trait can easily be extended to the other traits (as long as the ratings are available). However, the notions of relevance and availability [20] pointed out by Wright can still help under at least two main respects. The first is that they can drive the design of experiments targeting specific traits (or traitfacets). The second is that they can help to interpret the results, especially when it comes to APP and APR. Fig. 1 provides an example of this latter possibility. The plot shows the results of the Interspeech Speaker Trait Challenge for the different participants (the larger the bubble the better the performance). The data consists of short speech samples extracted from radio news and the theory suggested by Wright [20] can help to understand why the results are more satisfactory for Extraversion and Conscientiousness. In turn, plots like the one in Fig. 1 might help to quantify variables and factors that the theory mentioned above introduces in abstract terms.
Static or Dynamic?
The tight interplay between context and personality leads to another important issue highlighted in Wright's commentary, namely whether personality should be considered a stable construct or a process that involves changes and evolution over time: "depending on how it is measured and aggregated, personality appears both highly stable and trait like, and also highly variable and adaptive to context". The large majority of Personality Computing approaches considers personality stable at least at the time scale of the data used in the experiments (ranging between a few seconds and several weeks).
However, a few works take into account the possibility of observing personality changes during face-to-face interactions. In particular, the work in [21] adopts the concept of personality state to explain changes in attributed traits during meetings. Furthermore, at the moment this article is being written, an international benchmarking campaign is ongoing on prediction of various traits (including the Big-Five) assessed at different time steps. 6 Both cases above consider controlled settings, but nowadays wearable sensors allow one to perform the same experiments in everyday life. As correctly pointed out by Wright, this is likely to become one of the most fertile grounds for collaboration between psychology and computing science. However, one issue seems to remain open, i.e. whether personality evolves according to an underlying dynamics or not. In the first case, it will be possible to develop approaches capturing principles and laws behind the temporal changes (i.e., via temporal series analysis or chaos theory). In the second case, modeling changes might simply mean to apply prediction approaches like those adopted today at regular time steps.
CONCLUSIONS
Overall, the main contribution of Personality Computing so far has been to show that tasks like Automatic Personality Synthesis, Perception and Recognition are possible. Extensive experimentsincluding benchmarking campaigns where multiple approaches are compared according to rigorous protocols-provide solid evidence that personality traits can be inferred from measurable aspects of behavior. Furthermore, research on personality synthesis has shown that artificially generated cues can actually convey personality impressions.
With a few exceptions, all attempts to progress so far were based on the improvement of the sole computing methodologies (signal processing, machine learning, artificial agents, etc.). More work is still possible and needed in such a direction and, for example, APP approaches should predict how attributed traits are distributed rather than simply predicting the average of attributed traits.
However, Wright's commentary convincingly shows that further progress cannot be achieved without taking into account the findings of Personality Science. This response article is an attempt to move in such a direction while still identifying potential obstacles and problems. Needless to say, our considerations were made through the eyes of a computer scientist, curious about personality, but not fully competent about it. Everything we said should not be considered a conclusive answer, but an invitation to delve further in the problems pointed out by Wright. We welcome with excitement his encouragement in this sense, we definitely need more personality in Personality Computing!
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